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the meaning of ward off is to avoid being hit by
something often used figuratively how to use ward
off in a sentence to prevent someone or something
unpleasant from harming or coming close to you in
the winter i take vitamin c to ward off colds she
was given a magic charm to ward off evil spirits
smart vocabulary related words and phrases
responding to an attack when you ward something
off you keep it at bay or prevent its occurrence
you might ward off your grandmother s kisses by
holding a tray of cookies in front of yourself
when she arrives or swear that you ward off the
flu by eating plenty of oranges and grapefruit to
prevent someone or something unpleasant from
harming or coming close to you in the winter i
take vitamin c to ward off colds she was given a
magic charm to ward off evil spirits smart
vocabulary related words and phrases responding to
an attack beat someone off beat someone something
back capitulate counter assault counterattack to
ward off a danger or illness means to prevent it
from affecting you or harming you she may have put
up a fight to try to ward off her assailant verb
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particle noun 1 to try to prevent avert you should
take vitamins to ward off infections 2 to turn
something aside repel the champion boxer warded
off the opponent s blows the flies were annoying
me but i warded them off see also off ward the
american heritage dictionary of phrasal verbs ward
off definition to turn aside or repel avert see
examples of ward off used in a sentence definition
of ward off phrasal verb in oxford advanced
learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture
example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and
more ward off third person singular simple present
wards off present participle warding off simple
past and past participle warded off transitive to
parry or turn aside he raised his arms to ward off
the attack transitive to avert or prevent he wore
garlic to ward off vampires from longman
dictionary of contemporary english ward something
off phrasal verb prevent to do something to try to
protect yourself from something bad such as
illness danger or attack don t forget insect
repellent to ward off the mosquitoes a spell to
ward off evil spirits ward see verb table examples
from the corpus ward off to ward off a danger or
illness means to prevent it from affecting you or
harming you to ward off a danger or illness means
to prevent it from affecting you or harming you
synonyms for ward off deflect hold off withstand
resist oppose stand off fend off turn away
antonyms of ward off welcome embrace hail in
english ward off verb these are words and phrases
related to ward off click on any word or phrase to
go to its thesaurus page prevent to prevent
something from happening often used when trying to
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keep from getting ill defend against protect
against deflect keep at bay hold off fight off
fend off discourage example sentences our
government has doubled the number of soldiers at
the border to ward off illegal immigrants the
idiom ward off something to try to keep something
or someone harmful away here s an image and
sentence examples of this phrase to help you
understand verb to parry or turn aside he raised
his arms to ward off the attack wiktionary to
avert or prevent he wore garlic to ward off
vampires wiktionary synonyms avoid stave off head
off avert deflect forfend forefend debar obviate
fend off parry turn aside defend against ward off
sentence examples ward off vb tr adverb to turn
aside or repel avert ward off also found in these
entries note many are not synonyms or translations
abwehr lupercalia st john s wort alexin amulet
apotropaic avert beat defend deprecate exercise
fence fend fleabane hand off lime juicer para
parry repel repellent n 1 a a room in a hospital
usually holding six or more patients b a division
in a hospital for the care of a particular group
of patients a maternity ward 2 a a division of a
city or town especially an electoral district for
administrative and representative purposes the
crossword solver found 53 answers to ward off 5 5
letters crossword clue the crossword solver finds
answers to classic crosswords and cryptic
crossword puzzles enter the length or pattern for
better results
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ward off definition meaning
merriam webster May 13 2024
the meaning of ward off is to avoid being hit by
something often used figuratively how to use ward
off in a sentence

ward someone something off
cambridge english dictionary Apr
12 2024
to prevent someone or something unpleasant from
harming or coming close to you in the winter i
take vitamin c to ward off colds she was given a
magic charm to ward off evil spirits smart
vocabulary related words and phrases responding to
an attack

ward off definition meaning
synonyms vocabulary com Mar 11
2024
when you ward something off you keep it at bay or
prevent its occurrence you might ward off your
grandmother s kisses by holding a tray of cookies
in front of yourself when she arrives or swear
that you ward off the flu by eating plenty of
oranges and grapefruit
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ward someone something off
definition cambridge english Feb
10 2024
to prevent someone or something unpleasant from
harming or coming close to you in the winter i
take vitamin c to ward off colds she was given a
magic charm to ward off evil spirits smart
vocabulary related words and phrases responding to
an attack beat someone off beat someone something
back capitulate counter assault counterattack

ward off definition and meaning
collins english dictionary Jan 09
2024
to ward off a danger or illness means to prevent
it from affecting you or harming you she may have
put up a fight to try to ward off her assailant
verb particle noun

ward off idioms by the free
dictionary Dec 08 2023
1 to try to prevent avert you should take vitamins
to ward off infections 2 to turn something aside
repel the champion boxer warded off the opponent s
blows the flies were annoying me but i warded them
off see also off ward the american heritage
dictionary of phrasal verbs
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ward off definition meaning
dictionary com Nov 07 2023
ward off definition to turn aside or repel avert
see examples of ward off used in a sentence

ward off phrasal verb definition
pictures pronunciation Oct 06
2023
definition of ward off phrasal verb in oxford
advanced learner s dictionary meaning
pronunciation picture example sentences grammar
usage notes synonyms and more

ward off wiktionary the free
dictionary Sep 05 2023
ward off third person singular simple present
wards off present participle warding off simple
past and past participle warded off transitive to
parry or turn aside he raised his arms to ward off
the attack transitive to avert or prevent he wore
garlic to ward off vampires

ward something off meaning of
ward something off in Aug 04 2023
from longman dictionary of contemporary english
ward something off phrasal verb prevent to do
something to try to protect yourself from
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something bad such as illness danger or attack don
t forget insect repellent to ward off the
mosquitoes a spell to ward off evil spirits ward
see verb table examples from the corpus ward off

ward off definition in american
english collins english Jul 03
2023
to ward off a danger or illness means to prevent
it from affecting you or harming you

ward off all you need to know
about it collins english Jun 02
2023
to ward off a danger or illness means to prevent
it from affecting you or harming you

ward off synonyms 22 similar and
opposite words merriam May 01
2023
synonyms for ward off deflect hold off withstand
resist oppose stand off fend off turn away
antonyms of ward off welcome embrace hail

ward off 125 synonyms and
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antonyms cambridge english Mar 31
2023
in english ward off verb these are words and
phrases related to ward off click on any word or
phrase to go to its thesaurus page prevent

ward off meaning origin example
sentence history the idioms Feb
27 2023
to prevent something from happening often used
when trying to keep from getting ill defend
against protect against deflect keep at bay hold
off fight off fend off discourage example
sentences our government has doubled the number of
soldiers at the border to ward off illegal
immigrants

idiom ward off something someone
oyster english Jan 29 2023
the idiom ward off something to try to keep
something or someone harmful away here s an image
and sentence examples of this phrase to help you
understand

ward off definition meaning
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yourdictionary Dec 28 2022
verb to parry or turn aside he raised his arms to
ward off the attack wiktionary to avert or prevent
he wore garlic to ward off vampires wiktionary
synonyms avoid stave off head off avert deflect
forfend forefend debar obviate fend off parry turn
aside defend against ward off sentence examples

ward off wordreference com
dictionary of english Nov 26 2022
ward off vb tr adverb to turn aside or repel avert
ward off also found in these entries note many are
not synonyms or translations abwehr lupercalia st
john s wort alexin amulet apotropaic avert beat
defend deprecate exercise fence fend fleabane hand
off lime juicer para parry repel repellent

ward off definition of ward off
by the free dictionary Oct 26
2022
n 1 a a room in a hospital usually holding six or
more patients b a division in a hospital for the
care of a particular group of patients a maternity
ward 2 a a division of a city or town especially
an electoral district for administrative and
representative purposes
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ward off 5 crossword clue
wordplays com Sep 24 2022
the crossword solver found 53 answers to ward off
5 5 letters crossword clue the crossword solver
finds answers to classic crosswords and cryptic
crossword puzzles enter the length or pattern for
better results
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